The Combination Between Study And Production From The Practical Cooperation Of BJTU And OUC

--Li Xiang
The pre-understanding of the topic

- Combination of study and production
- Target companies with the special internship work
The further understanding of the topic

1. Based on the pre-cooperation between BJTU and OUC, we would like to develop the further cooperation, study and research.

2. With sending students of Norway to Chinese companies as a condition, we find the proper partners for the project.

3. We not only want to gain advantage for all sides but also hope to know more about the practical problems and reasonable challenges.
The process of the work

About the Internship Abroad:
The things we need are that the students from Norway will work for a month to 2 months, their work places are close to Beijing and BJTU, the work is in the production department and must be practical and all the fees are paid by project (the students pay for the food).

About the collaboration industry:
The logistics companies and machinery companies are accepted. We need all sizes of the companies and target companies in total should be 5 or so. We also need the companies can provide the communication such as the relative people, room and board (if needed).

About the candidate companies:
We need the companies have the knowledge about the combination of production and study in some degree.
The process of the work
  - the first report

- Relative Chinese papers
- Summary for meeting (requirement and abstract)
- Updated process
- List of following work
The process of the work - the second report

- Possible target companies - four in total

The recent cooperation companies
1. Logis (Beijing)
   This company focuses on the education of logistics and has some cooperations with vocational schools in China. It is helpful for us to connect with some logistics companies and some vocational schools. From the discussion, I know the company wants further cooperation with BJTU and OUC.
   The vocational schools in China and OUC can send international students to exchange and study from each other. In the meantime, the BJTU and Logis can cooperate and can provide the schedule and resource. Because they think just sending students to the production part of company maybe simple and they can obtain little, they would like to push the cooperation between Chinese vocational schools and OUC or even more similar colleges. There will be many chances and possibilities in this field and they are really interested in this program.

2. Gold Wind (Beijing)
   This company is a famous one in China which focuses on wind generating set. I connected with the engineer of the Beijing part. He wanted the detailed material of the project and he gave me the phone number of the manager because he thought he cannot give me the result. I will finish the further material and then connect with the manager.

3. BOE (Beijing)
   This company focuses on the internet of things technology, relative production and services which is the NO.2 company in the field of semiconductor innovation in the world with 688,960,000,000 yuan turnover in 2016.
   The relative people told me that they had some cooperations with some universities in China so they have the experience. They think they can provide the engineers to BJTU and would like to let the professors go to the company. They also wants the detailed material and prospectus about the project which they need to hand in to the center to get permission.

4. Ling Yun (Tianjin)
   This company focuses on the technology of cars and services. The company is a smaller one, but they also show the interest. They think the language will be the problem and they would like to push the project even though they don't think there are some advantage for them.
The process of the work
-the third report

Summary of the ten papers about the conclusion, model and usage
The process of the work - the final report

- The reasonable combination of all reports with the academic format

The Combination Between Study And Production From The Practical Cooperation Of BJTU And OStford University College

Xiang Li

Abstract

We research the best way of the combination between study and production for various universities and colleges with different situations and resources. But there are many kinds of results and outstanding problems from the previous papers. So it is essential for us to find the better and innovative one for our project - the cooperation of BJTU and OUC.

Research Background

We have finished the previous project between BJTU and OUC. The relative students and professors got much benefit. We would like to push this project deeper and further by the new model.
Conclusion

- Order-style model
- Target companies--further communication
- Norwegian way?
Thank you for listening!
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Abstract

We research the best way of the combination between study and production for various universities and colleges with different situations and resources. But there are many kinds of results and outstanding problems from the previous papers. So it is essential for us to find the better and innovative one for our project--the cooperation of BJTU and OUC.

Research Background

We have finished the previous project between BJTU and OUC. The relative students and professors got much benefit. We would like to push this project deeper and further by the new model.

Research Object

The cooperation model between BJTU and OUC

The Generalized Questions
How to build the combination among the study, production and government?

**Theory Fundament**

Tai, Gao, Song and Zhu who are from Beijing University of Technology--BJUT(2013) research the enterprises cooperation education on the background of engineering education. Based on the G-USE model, they make government lead, university combine, enterprise join and students improve. With the topic of practice, the university offers the funding for reforming the education, setting up laboratories, training the teachers and cultivating students. In the meanwhile, the more funding is used for the internship of students. Furthermore, there are professional engineers giving the lectures on campus, students visiting the factories and joining the design with fixed tutors and enterprises assisting the final paper of graduates'. Under the condition, they think they enhance the degree of joining of enterprises and win-win-win situation.

From the case of Beijing Institute of Petrochemical Technology(2009), production should promote the development of science, and research should promote the deepening of learning.

Centralized and decentralized, project-based mode runs through the all-round, multi-mode, deep-seated industry-university-research cooperation education mode. Concentration is main (all or most of the students of the school go to a cooperative and large enterprises, like Beijing Yanshan Petrochemical Company to train ) and the separation is a supplement (3-5 students go to more than 100 large and medium-sized enterprises to get a certain unit practice with teacher's contacting and designed engineer's guiding )

What's more, project-based teaching and scientific research training program for university students which are based on engineering CDIO mode are going on. Students have classes in and out of school. On campus, they
contact with engineering projects. Out of campus, they learn team cooperation. Students excavate cooperative research projects in enterprises and research projects for university students.

According to the mode of production education research cooperation education in Universities(2004), the history of China's industry-university-research cooperation has changed from cold to hot and then to cold. They claim that joint training can improve the educational function and diversified cooperation is the way. Achieving credit system as the basis, flexible school system and alternation of work and study requires the reform of teaching management system.

Education-oriented: school-enterprise alliance, planning activities, strengthening practice (chartered teachers in Europe and America, tomorrow's schools)

Research-oriented: building engineering centers, science parks, students participating in coalition's projects

Teaching Leadership: close cooperation between teachers and students

Pioneer-oriented: with science and technology innovation activities as the carrier, students get entrepreneurial practice, with the kept school roll. In 1997, Tsinghua University had the entrepreneurship design competition. In 1999, Shimei Le Development Co., Ltd. won venture capital. So far, innovation and entrepreneurship is still popular.

From their experience, scientific research is the most crucial and final point of integration.

About the Pingdingshan University(2013), the new mechanism of industry, university and research is necessary.

Work-study alternation and order-based cooperative education mode: Cooperation with employers and curriculum to meet the needs of targeted

Project-based cooperative education mode: with scientific research as a cooperative point, they make technology transfer, business training
cooperation. The enterprises and universities take the cost of scientific research to create a good atmosphere for scientific research to create economic results benefit.

Europe and the United States have a talent policy-oriented, tax support, credit support, financial support, legal protection, and other operational laws and regulations. But China lacks this aspect.

At present, we attach too much importance to economic benefits, which hinders the cultivation of talents and puts the cart before the horse.

In the case of Guizhou Institute of Technology (2017), they combine the school education based on imparting knowledge with the industrial production practice based on direct acquisition of practical experience and practical ability.

The management process of practical education base with influential enterprises and approval procedures (initial selection of enterprises cooperating with teachers in school)

Software and hardware facilities (school books, network resources, teaching and research resource pool, enterprise capital resources, equipment resources, practical topics and places)

Teachers' team (based teachers with enterprise training and the personal guide from company)

Quality evaluation system with both theoretical and practical measurement

The research on Zhejiang Vocational College (2009) of Commerce refers that the way of higher vocational education mode of combining production with learning based on local industry and serving local economy.

In 2007, the Zhejiang provincial government took the industrial technology innovation base as the main carrier, small and medium-sized enterprises as the main object, economic policies and legal means as the main way, injected enormous impetus into industry, University and research.

Intra-school industry-university-research cooperation model: the school establishes relevant industries according to training objectives, which is both
the base and the source of material conditions

Two-way consortium cooperation model, relying on local leading industries to run specialties, relying on specialties to run industries

Multi-way consortium cooperation model: the University chooses mature enterprises which are similar to its own specialties as partners.

Innovation Park teaching mode: the main participants in entrepreneurship are various professions, which needs students' professional knowledge, market judgment, product development ability, publicity and marketing ability, interpersonal communication ability, social problem handling ability with increasing these aspects of comprehensive assessment.

In 2008, the hotel management specialty and Hangzhou International Building Hotels Group jointly ran schools with order-based, two-way joint training; Information College E-commerce and Alibaba for professional internship; Freshmen of Applied Engineering College in 2008 studied in the factory.

They think the exploration and utilization of local market and the resource arrangement of own school are special in the case.

According to the report from Tangshan Industry College(2010), we know that they have the union of university and company. The first model is training base which works for school and the company. The university owes the base and company which can provide support to each other. The second model is the education platform which supports the research opportunity for school and enhance the production of cooperation company. The third model is the education union which is joined by a number of similar colleges. They train a lot of professional students by this way, which is helpful for the developing of the industry for Tangshan.

From the professor Lou(1995), there are several obvious models from 1987 over the world. The first one is 1-1 which is successful in Canada. The students use 5 years to finish the university with 2 years in the factory. The second one is 3-1-1 which is from Tianjin University. The students get 3 years study in university and 1 year internship from the company. They need
to finish the final paper with the guide from both university and company and then work in the cooperation company. The third one is the divided parts which need students to study in different stages. They combine the lessons in school and practice in factory together.

About the Li's (2011) and Wang's (2009) paper, they emphasis the technology and the problems in this field without the practical models. Firstly, we need to change the thought about education with paying more attention about the practical ability. Secondly, the relative legal and policy are vital for pushing the combination of study and production. Thirdly, students are important in this combination. The company should think highly on the benefit from the project in the long term.

**The practical requirement and the latest development**

We have the special requirement for the project which is different from the traditional models.

About the Internship Abroad:

The things we need are that the students from Norway will work for a month to 2 months, their work places are close to Beijing and BJTU, the work is in the production department and must be practical and all the fees are paid by project (the students pay for the food).

About the collaboration industry:

The logistics companies and machinery companies are accepted. We need all sizes of the companies and target companies in total should be 5 or so.

We also need the companies can provide the communication such as the relative people, room and board (if needed).

About the candidate companies:

We need the companies have the knowledge about the combination of production and study in some degree.
According to the requirement above, we have contacted some companies and the target companies' information is as follows.

1. Logis (Beijing)
This company focuses on the education of logistics and has some cooperations with vocational schools in China which is helpful for us to connect with some logistics companies and some vocational schools.

From the discussion, I know the company wants further cooperation with BJTU and OUC.

The vocational schools in China and OUC can send international students to exchange and study from each other. In the meantime, the BJTU and Logis are the sponsor that can provide the schedule and resource.

Because they think just sending students to the production part of company maybe simple and they can obtain little, they would like to push the cooperation between Chinese vocational schools and OUC or even more similar colleges. There will be many chances and possibilities in this field and they are really interested in this program.

2. Gold Wind (Beijing)
This company is a famous one in China which focuses on wind generating set. I connected with the engineer of the Beijing part. He wanted the detailed material of the project and he gave me the phone number of the manager because he thought he cannot give me the result.

I will finish the further material and then connect with the manager.

3. BOE (Beijing)
This company focuses on the internet of things technology, relative production and services which is the NO.2 company in the field of semiconductor innovation in the world with 68896000000 yuan turnover in 2016.

The relative people told me that they had some cooperations with some universities in China so they have the experience. They think they can provide the engineers to BJTU and would like to let the professors go to the company. They also wants the detailed material and prospectus about the
project which they need to hand in to the center to get permission.

4. Ling Yun (Tian Jin)

This company focuses on the technology of cars and services.

The company is a smaller one, but they also show the interest. They think the language will be the problem and they would like to push the project even though they don’t think there are some advantage for them.

Analysis

Based on the previous cooperation between BJTU and OUC, we obtained the useful and meaningful experience. We combine the economy cost with theories, time with methods and quality with results data. But there are still challenges in the future.

From where I stand, the research should be the center for the project and others can be the assist parts. By the research, we combine the university with the companies tightly. Both sides can gain the benefit obviously. The companies give chances to the international students to work and study in the factory and offer the vital resource such as professional engineers and places. In the meanwhile, the research and project should be finished with the effort of students', teachers' and companies'. The reasons are as follows.

Firstly, the culture, language and even education in university are known little by the China's enterprises. So there will be more difficulties to contact and understand each other. Under this condition, BJTU is a really important bridge in the beginning with the professors and students. What cannot be ignored is that the BJTU focuses on the research and project which is a kind of advantage for the project. We use this benefit to push research and innovation for the improvement of all. Finally, we can get the creative result in both academic and applied field.

Secondly, the government support is meanly from Norway--SIU who can provide 300000NOK for the project. The local government in Beijing has no relate policy for the project. We have no advantage in the native district, so it
is too hard to build the research center and new building as lab for the project. We can use the current resources to finish the order-style cooperation which is efficient.

Thirdly, this kind of cooperation and training is really brand-new in China. It is not mature with many possible problems. We need to be careful but brave to push it. So the model not only can give the students precious experience, school fresh reflection and companies new technology but also is suitable as the first step.

Conclusion

From the previous papers, we get the various results in different situations. But some problems and challenges are following the proper models, which need the further research and experiment. According to the condition for our project, it is the best way to go on a order-style model with the center of research. And the exchange students from both China and Norway will have more opportunities to learn on campus and get internship in the companies.
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